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I agree. People getting emotionally caught up in the drama Alanzo has created and
making wild accusations are helping nobody and nothing, they're just joining in the
circus that Alanzo is the ringmaster of and he's loving every moment of it. 

I'm disgusted at the way he has slimed certain people and ripped ESMB to shreds
generally, he could have achieved so much more if hadn't done that but free
speech is free to all and he will very soon be back to talking to himself again,
freely.

Dave95694 said: ↑

Suspended animation

I told you I was
trouble

If you seriously believe Alanzo literally works for OSA, I will have to disconsider most of what
you say.

If you think he is posting in a way YOU THINK furthers the aims of OSA, I can understand
that.

Just because he doesn't allow your emotional triades on his blog does not mean he is OSA!

Would OSA post this: https://alanzosblog com/clearwater e under oath about the death ofClick to expand...

I told you I was trouble, Today at 1:07 AM #81
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 Thanks x 2 List

Dave - you pulled the string. 

THANK YOU very much.

Now we know one of Alanzo's crimes.

Come on Alanzo - WHO MISSED IT? What did they do that made you wonder whether

or not they knew. 
Out Ethics Ex Ethics
Officer

Out Ethics

Out Ethics, Today at 1:10 AM #82

Do you have TOTAL CERTAINTY on Ron Miscavige Sr? Ron Miscavige Jr?

Out Ethics said: ↑

Patron with Honors
Red Valiant

Dave - you obviously do not know what lengths OSA will go to in order to infiltrate.

I am not spending any more time explaining this to you. I spent YEARS on the internet digging
for the truth.

Think what you want about Alanzo, it makes no difference to any of us here.

I have TOTAL CERTAINTY on how Scientology works and how OSA works.
Click to expand...

Red Valiant, Today at 1:18 AM #83

When did OSA fade into insignificance? Around what year?

Was it after Mary Sue Hubbard took the rap for her husband and was sent to
federal prison for the commission of federal felonies in 1983?

Was it after the USA IRS caved in 1993 and gave Scientology Inc. its ridiculous tax
exempt status?

Was it 2010? when Emma - who had done nothing wrong, and had helped a lot of
people - had her home raided, and her computers confiscated, and was taken away
in handcuffs?

Dave95694 said: ↑

Sponsor
Veda

-snip-

OSA is barely a faint memory of what it was. The church has introverted. It no longer even
practices scientology!

I no longer live with any fear of it. I wish that for you as well.
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When did the "church" introvert? Do you have a date? Sounds almost warm and
fuzzy.

No longer even practices Scientology? What do you think Scientology is?

Veda, Today at 1:22 AM #84

 Thanks x 2  Winner x 1 List

Tom - can you be any more vague?

Red Valiant said: ↑

Out Ethics Ex Ethics
Officer

Out Ethics

Do you have TOTAL CERTAINTY on Ron Miscavige Sr? Ron Miscavige Jr?

Out Ethics, Today at 1:22 AM #85

 Like x 2 List

Dave has not put his ass on the line like Mike Rinder, Leah Remini, Tony Ortega,
Karen De La Carriere and many others. 

Dave feels safe therefore OSA is not doing anything out there to be concerned
about.

A=A=A

As Alanzo would say - 

Veda said: ↑

Out Ethics Ex Ethics
Officer

Out Ethics

When did OSA fade into insignificance? Around what year?

Was it after Mary Sue Hubbard took the rap for her husband and was sent to federal prison
for the commission of federal felonies in 1983?

Was it after the USA IRS caved in 1993 and gave Scientology Inc. its ridiculous tax exempt
status?

Was it 2010? when Emma  who had done nothing wrong  and had helped a lot of people Click to expand...

Out Ethics, Today at 1:26 AM #86

Out Ethics said: ↑

Red Valiant Kevin, can you be more specific? Merrill Vennier said you were a cagey rascal to be reckoned

Out Ethics said: ↑

Tom - can you be any more vague?
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Kevin, what's the URL for your blog? Can we post there?

Patron with Honors with. You use Ron Sr's book as your moniker. Is it unreasonable to ask why? That ain't being
vague bud... just being direct. 

Click to expand...

Red Valiant, Today at 1:33 AM #87

Tom Padgett, from what I understand, you have lost family members due to
Scientology disconnection, yes? It messed you up - that is obvious.

What is your purpose coming here? Is Alanzo feeling out numbered and he needed
some support?

OR

Did you file bankruptcy too and are auditioning for OSA to put you on the payroll? 

That is what it looks like. 

 Congrats! You qualify for being a creepy troll within the Scientology Ex
Community.

Red Valiant said: ↑

Out Ethics Ex Ethics
Officer

Out Ethics

Kevin, what's the URL for your blog? Can we post there?

Out Ethics, Today at 1:48 AM #88

Can you define "putting asses on the line" Kevin? 

I'd be curious to see Rinder's, Remini's, Ortega's, de la Carriere's income tax return
filings for the past few years. That's usually a forensic methodology to pinpoint pain
vs. pleasure experiences.

Out Ethics said: ↑

Patron with Honors
Red Valiant

Dave has not put his ass on the line like Mike Rinder, Leah Remini, Tony Ortega, Karen De
La Carriere and many others.

Dave feels safe therefore OSA is not doing anything out there to be concerned about.

A=A=A

As Alanzo would say - 

Red Valiant, Today at 1:50 AM #89

Red Valiant said: ↑
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Last edited: Today at 2:15 AM

Tom Padgett - I don't think anyone owes you any explanation about any tax return
except your good buddy there Alanzo.

By the way, who in your family did you lose due to disconnection? What happened
there and how did you handle it?

Oh yeah, Tom Padgett was not paying child support and he had to do some jail
time, is that correct Tom? How did you justify not supporting your children?

The judge gave you 5 years in a correctional institution.

Hmmm. It seems like you had some crimes too - just like Alanzo. You and Alanzo
are like 2 peas in a pod. LRH did say "criminal minds do stick together". 

Now Tom Padgett - who missed it, besides your ex wife and the judge of course. 

Now, what did they do that made you wonder whether or not they knew?

Scientology: Tom Padgett Sentenced

Watch later Share

Out Ethics Ex Ethics
Officer

Out Ethics

Can you define "putting asses on the line" Kevin?

I'd be curious to see Rinder's, Remini's, Ortega's, de la Carriere's income tax return filings for
the past few years. That's usually a forensic methodology to pinpoint pain vs. pleasure
experiences.

Out Ethics, Today at 1:51 AM #90

Out Ethics said: ↑

Out Ethics said: ↑
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Patron with Honors
Red Valiant

Tom Padgett - I don't think anyone owes you any explanation about any tax return except
your good buddy there Alanzo.

By the way, who in your family did you lose due to disconnection? What happened there
and how did you handle it?

                 Click to expand...

Red Valiant, Today at 2:07 AM #91

 Thanks x 1 List

Tom Padgett had not been on this board since August 25, 2019.
Alanzo is getting rattled and called out to get another crims assistance.
Tom Padgett came to the rescue at 2:43 pm today. To save Alanzo.

Here is the data on Tom's sentencing of 5 years:

Scientology: Tom Padgett Sentenced

Watch later Share

Tom, can you tell us what prison was like? Did you find a 2-D there to help pass
the time?

Did you start a 'Criminon' group and audit each other?

What was prison like?? Was K-Y Jelly sold at the commissary? 

When you got out, did you have an affinity towards other thetans of the same
gender?

Honestly, if you say yes, it would be understandable and I don't think it will

Out Ethics Ex Ethics
Officer

Out Ethics
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Last edited: Today at 2:18 AM

disqualify you for getting on the OSA payroll. Your "CREEP FACTOR" far outweighs
any other short comings, Scientologically speaking, and your stats are straight up
and vertical so not to worry. 
I believe you will be on the OSA payroll by Thursday at 2pm.

Out Ethics, Today at 2:11 AM #92

Here some oldies but goodies on Tom Padgett:

https://www.forum.exscn.net/threads/tom-padgett-at-cultinfo-scientology.19373/

Out Ethics Ex Ethics
Officer

Out Ethics

Out Ethics, Today at 2:41 AM #93

Tsk. Tsk. Tsk. I pulled the string, Dave, as to your claims regarding Alanzo's blog
ratings and it appears that your post is a complete LIE! 

Here are the statistics from Alexa:

https://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/tonyortega.org
This site ranks:
#91,501
in global internet engagement

This means Tony Ortega is in the top 100,000
sites in the whole wide world.

Alanzos blog is not visible and not even RANKED by Alexa which
means he is way lower that the first 10 million sites visited.

Out Ethics Ex Ethics
Officer

Out Ethics

Out Ethics, Today at 3:51 AM #94

Veda said: ↑

Sponsor
Veda

When did OSA fade into insignificance? Around what year?

Was it after Mary Sue Hubbard took the rap for her husband and was sent to federal prison
for the commission of federal felonies in 1983?

Was it after the USA IRS caved in 1993 and gave Scientology Inc. its ridiculous tax exempt
status?

Was it 2010? when Emma  who had done nothing wrong  and had helped a lot of people Click to expand...
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No response yet.

Wonder if he'll run away as Alanzo does?

Veda, 27 minutes ago #95
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